
INNOVATE. TRANSFORM. SUCCEED.

Meeting compliance obligations in a dynamic regulatory environment is complex. From personal and financial 

information to data protection and cybersecurity, organizations have more to manage each year. However, if 

leveraging the right technology, your organization can simplify compliance, reduce risk and navigate the ever-

changing landscape.

Protiviti’s Microsoft Compliance Solutions

Simplify compliance and reduce risk with Microsoft

Managing Compliance with Microsoft

Microsoft offers comprehensive compliance and data 

governance solutions to help your organization manage risks, 

protect and govern sensitive data, and respond to regulatory 

requirements. Our certified Microsoft experts leverage 

Microsoft’s suite of tools to help you manage your 

organization’s compliance requirements with greater ease and 

convenience. 

Simplify your Compliance Journey
Microsoft Purview Compliance Manager helps organizations simplify compliance by offering pre-built 
assessments for common compliance standards, custom assessments to meet your organization's specific 
compliance needs, suggested improvements to reach compliancy, the risk-based score for your 
organization to understand your current compliance posture. 

Meet Complex Compliance Obligations 
Microsoft’s compliance solutions help meet complex compliance obligations, including ISO 27001, ISO 
27018, NIST 800-53, HIPAA and Data Privacy.

Understand your Compliance Progress
Compliance Manager awards you points for completing improvement actions taken to comply with a 
regulation, standard, or policy, and combines those points into an overall compliance score. Your 
compliance score can help prioritize which action to focus on to improve your overall compliance posture.

Comply with Common Industry Regulations
Microsoft’s compliance solutions help most common compliance standards and industries including 
HIPAA for health care organizations, PCI-DSS for organizations that handle or process credit card 
information, Sarbanes-Oxley or Gramm-Leach-Bliley for organizations that handle financial information 
and CCPA for organizations processing information on California residents
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Protiviti’s Microsoft Compliance Solutions

Organizations are often in different stages in their Compliance Journey. In partnership with Microsoft, Protiviti 

has designed a modular system where clients can select the optimal offerings to meet their specific Compliance 

needs to provide the greatest benefit. Whether your organization needs a workshop, template creation, 

deployment or continuous monitoring, our Microsoft Compliance experts have you covered.

Sensitive Data Workshop
2 days

• Provides customers with examples of 
privacy and regulatory risks in their 
organization.

• Identify compliance solutions in 
Microsoft 365 that reduce privacy 
and regulatory risks and help meet 
compliance expectations.

Manage & Investigate Risk 
Workshop

1 day

• Provides organizations the insights 
you need to better discover, protect, 
and govern your corporate data.

• Help customers identify deviations 
from common corporate policies 
using Microsoft 365 technologies.

E3/E5 Workshop
5 days

• Demystifying the functionalities and 
features of Compliance Manager with 
your E3 or E5 license.

• Understand how to best use your 
licensing and optimize what’s 
available to your organization.

Microsoft Compliance Quick Start Accelerator
Jump start your Microsoft 365 Compliance with Compliance Manager

Contact us today to get started!

Microsoft Purview 
Information Protection

Microsoft Purview Records 
Management

Microsoft Purview Data Loss 
Prevention

Microsoft Compliance Solutions
Leveraging Microsoft to Meet Your Compliance Needs

Microsoft Purview Information 
Protection provides a 
comprehensive set of capabilities to 
help your organization protect 
sensitive data throughout its entire 
lifecycle – across devices, apps, 
cloud services, on-premises.

Records management for Microsoft 
Purview helps you achieve your 
organization's legal obligations, 
provides the ability to demonstrate 
compliance with regulations, and 
increases efficiency with regular 
disposition of items that are no 
longer required to be retained, no 
longer of value, or no longer required 
for business purposes.

Microsoft Purview Data Loss 
Prevention can identify and help 
prevent risky or inappropriate 
sharing, transfer, or use of sensitive 
data on endpoints, apps, and 
services.


